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A 1954 Studebaker that is under restoration laid out in pieces. This is only one-third of the parts as the engine,
transmission and rear end are not pictured.Cam Hutchins

Restorations costing $800,000? A made-to-order restomod between
$300,00 to $400,000? A $15,000 bill for a paint job?
These arenʼt just super rare vehicles you see on specialty television shows
or crossing the block at big time auctions. These are cars currently being
built by shops across Canada.
Why does it cost so much and why has the cost of restoration doubled and
then doubled again over the past 15 years? According to Langley restorer
Kurt Penner it all started with a Lexus television commercial back in 1992.
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The ad featured the Lexus ES 300 and showed a shot of a ball bearing
rolling smoothly down a perfectly gapped panel spacing. The awardwinning ad introduced the concept of precise tolerances and quality.
Among those paying attention were collector car buyers and restorers,
resulting in the quality of restorations taking a dramatic jump. So did the
costs.
Penner says the restoration of his rare Canadian-built 1965 Pontiac
Beaumont convertible that he paid $15,000 to have restored before getting
into the business himself with brother Ewald 14 years ago would cost three
to four times that today. But the quality of the restoration would be much
superior.
“Standards have gone way up over the years and everything costs more,”
he says, noting that in his own shop, the $60 labour rate of 14 years ago
has gone up to $100 per hour plus 12 per cent GST and PST. “We have to
pay more for the highest skilled people. Itʼs a very competitive business.”
He counts off the names of seven similar shops doing restorations or
building custom cars with labour rates from $90 to $115 an hour.
The cost of parts and products has also increased. “I just paid $1,200 for a
gallon of paint,” he says. “The paint job that once was $1,200 is now
$12,000.”
But the quality of bodywork, fixing gaps that werenʼt close to even when the
vehicles originally ran down assembly lines and much higher expectations
from owners and buyers has driven the costs higher and higher.
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Ewald and Kurt Penner of Jellybean AutoCrafters and Customs building a frame for a 1954 Studebaker restomod
that will take an estimated 2,500 hours to complete. Alyn Edwards / Driving

Just as paint products and parts have gone up, the cost of chrome plating
has doubled. Strict environmental measures along with increases in the
price of nickel and chemicals have been a factor. As well, there is less
competition with fewer chrome platers since new vehicles use very little
chrome.
Specialty shops that do upholstery and glass installation have hiked prices
as shop rent increases along with labour costs.
It all adds up and a modest restoration of an American car can cost
$60,000. A more in-depth, show quality restoration can easily be double
that.
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The Penners spent 5,000 hours restoring a rare 1938 Mercedes 327
cabriolet for a Seattle owner. That, coupled with the cost of parts and
restoration products, drove the price well over half-a-million dollars.
Few shops will give estimates for the total cost. Those that do often
underestimate the final tally. There are so many variables that canʼt be seen
including hidden rust and damage, panels that need replacing, missing
parts, worn out parts that need to be replaced and unobtainable parts that
have to be made from scratch.

Itʼs going to be expensive to fix this 1951 Ford that ran into the highway truck that had stopped in front of it. Alyn
Edwards / Driving

Restoring a muscle car from the Sixties like a Camaro or Mustang has the
advantage that almost every piece can be purchased new, including
fenders, doors, hoods and even the entire body. But most of these parts
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originate in the U.S. requiring the monetary exchange rate to be factored in
along with shipping.
These new replacement parts arenʼt available for older and more exotic
collector cars. With fewer salvage yards keeping cars that are over 10 years
old, the scarcity of these parts has driven prices into the stratosphere. And
sourcing parts online through eBay and other channels sometimes results in
bidding wars that end with staggering prices.
Of course, there are various levels of restoration. Some people consider
minor bodywork and a quick paint job to be adequate enhancement for a
collector vehicle. But a glossy paint job over poor bodywork is money
wasted. And a straight, rust-free body with glossy new paint makes
everything else look shabby: chrome, wheels, engine bay and interior.
Skilled craftsmen know that the only right way to restore a vehicle is to do
everything. Completely disassembling a vehicle results in hundreds and
even thousands of parts. Each part must be evaluated and either
refurbished or replaced before being marked and bagged for reassembly.
The restoration of a fairly common North American-built vehicle can
consume 1,500 to 2,000 hours. Exotic or custom-built vehicles that look old
but have modern reliability take much more time in fabricating and fitting.
A case in point is a 1954 Studebaker coupe that a couple about to retire has
commissioned to be turned into a restomod. It will look a lot like an original
car but underneath itʼs all modern with a custom-built frame and
suspension, a General Motors LS 3 engine delivering 430 horsepower and
all the creature comforts of a high-end modern vehicle. Custom touches
include an easily operated twin disk hydraulic clutch so both the man and
his wife can shift the five-speed transmission with ease and comfort.
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As the scope of the project increased, so did the build time, from 1,500
hours to an estimated 2,500 hours, nearly doubling the original budget.
“Enthusiasts with disposable income are willing to spend more on bespoke
cars that deliver what they want,” Ewald Penner says. “They canʼt be leased
or purchased from a car lot, so they are hand built to order.
“These creations separate the enthusiast who is willing to be part of a
crowd from the one who stands out from it because one of the most
powerful statements you can make is to show up in a vehicle that is unique
and completes your vision.”
Alyn Edwards is a classic car enthusiast and partner in Peak
Communicators, a Vancouver-based public relations company.
aedwards@peakco.com
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